S O LU T I O N B R I E F

PRODUCT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT MODULE

Managing, maintaining, and sharing product information
to power omni-channel commerce

PRODUCT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT MODULE

MANAGE ALL PRODUCT DATA CENTRALLY AND DISTRIBUTE IT ACROSS ALL TOUCHPOINTS.

Omni-channel commerce is now an established part of modern
retailing. Customers come into contact with companies’ products
and service offerings via different touchpoints, like online and
mobile stores, brick-and-mortar outlets, point-of-sale terminals,
call centers, social commerce, television, traditional product
catalogs, and advertising material. Conventional guided selling
via a shop assistant in retail stores has to be compensated for in
omni-channel commerce by meaningful and appealing product
descriptions, videos, and images, so that the customer is inspired
to buy the right product.
Companies are expanding into new markets and operating worldwide.
This confronts the merchant with challenges in terms of product and
catalog management. They have to collect product data and information
scattered across diﬀerent sources and repositories. This data needs to be
consolidated, translated, and localized for diﬀerent countries. The
merchant expects to manage all product data centrally and deploy it
consistently across all touchpoints.
In addition, customers are sophisticated and are used to receiving the
latest product information, prices, and getting personalized oﬀers from
merchants.
All this illustrates that the maintenance and management of product
and catalog data is not a one-time task. It is an ambitious undertaking
aﬀecting every company’s daily business.
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[ Using Intershop Product Information Management (PIM), product managers can manage
large volumes of product data while easily checking the effects of changes in the design view
of the Intershop Web Content Management module and vice versa.

PRODUCT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT MODULE

I N T E R S H O P ’ S S O LU T I O N

Intershop’s Product Information Management (PIM) module
enables merchants who wish to engage in omni-channel commerce
to centrally manage the product and catalog data needed for
different segments, regions, and commerce touchpoints.
Core product data that is created in the merchant’s ERP system or in
systems operated by diﬀerent suppliers can be imported and
consolidated in a master product repository. The product sharing and
syndication functionality enables the centrally managed product data to
be shared with various touchpoints or business partners. Each commerce
touchpoint can have its own catalog structure with unlimited category

levels, thus allowing well-structured product presentation. The dynamic
product assignment functionality supports rule-based assignment of
products to these categories.
Merchants who are planning to expand their business into other
countries are supported in this task by diﬀerent functionalities, such as
country-specific catalogs and price lists, multiple currencies, countryrelated taxes and price policy, as well as country-specific product
presentation. The localization framework allows product data to be
prepared in other languages as required.

Product lifecycle management enables merchants to manage and control timeframes for product availability.
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I N T E R S H O P ’ S S O LU T I O N

The merchant can use the catalog lifecycle functionalities, the on/
oﬄine and hiding capability to prepare products and catalogs for
future selling periods in advance.
Separation of the editing and live environments and a dedicated
replication process ensure that products and catalogs can be prepared
without disrupting the live environment.
Product oﬀerings can be personalized for specific target groups,
including individual product prices, price display, product
recommendations, and product display. To compensate for the
customer’s tangible experience in retail stores, the merchant can
upload multiple product images in diﬀerent formats, product videos,
or attach detailed product descriptions. Social media functionalities,
like product rating and reviews, allow customers to promote the
product themselves. The merchant is able to review and approve
customer-generated product content in advance.
Intershop’s Web Content Management allows the publishing of
individual presentations of products and catalogs for diﬀerent regions
and segments, multiple touchpoints (e.g., online, mobile store and POS
kiosk), and specific target groups.

The target group-specific catalog view enables customized display of catalog data. This capability is par ticularly
impor tant in B2B scenarios with multiple B2B buyer roles and varying terms and conditions.
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I N T E R S H O P ’ S C O M M E R C E P L AT F O R M

CALL CENTER

POS KIOSK

ONLINE STORE

PRINT CATALOG

Intershop enables merchants to distribute consistent
product data across all touchpoints.

MOBILE STORE

PRODUCT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT MODULE
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K E Y F E AT U R E S

[[ Master product repository and distribution of data
The master catalog and product repository enables the merchant
to maintain product data for different regions and touchpoints
centrally. The product sharing and product syndication
functionality allows distribution and adaptation of this centrally
maintained product data. Localizable product catalogs allow the
presentation of catalogs in different languages.

[[ Expanding the business via sales partners
Partners can maintain their own product repository provided by
the merchant. The product feed capability enables the merchant
to provide product data and information needed by other business
partners, such as price providers, affiliate partners, or search
engine providers.

[[ Segment-specific product repositories
Maintenance of segment-specific product repositories and
independent product catalogs and the creation of countryspecific touchpoints with their localized product details support the
system’s multi-touchpoint capability.

[[ Multiple catalog capability
The hierarchical catalog structure with unlimited levels of
categories and the merchant-specific catalog structure enable
well-structured product presentation and navigation. The
embedding of classification catalogs, like eCl@ss, allows the use of
predefined standardized product attributes.

[[ Touchpoint-specific product presentation
Intershop Web Content Management allows touchpoint- and sales
channel-specific display of product information.

[[ Dynamic product assignment
Dynamic product assignment enables the merchant to assign products to multiple categories dynamically based on self-defined rules.

[[ Design view capability
The design view capability within Intershop’s Web Content
Management module allows the product to be previewed as it
will be presented in the storefront and makes it possible to
maintain product data via the storefront editing mode.

[[ Catalog and product import/export functionality
The import and export functionality allows the merchant to use
product and catalog data that has been created externally and to
provide such data to business partners. The supported formats
are XML, CSV, and BME-cat.
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K E Y F E AT U R E S
KEY BENEFITS

[[ Management of product data via a persona- and taskoriented management tool
Different product types, like bundles, retail sets, or product
variations, can be imported or created based on individual rules.
The product lifecycle management function includes the set-up
of last-order date and end-of-life date and the use of on/offlineand locking capability. Multiple price lists per product with
individual validity periods, scaled prices, discount prices, and
different price lookup strategies can be provided. Further product
information, like unlimited product attributes and product data
that is relevant to the distribution process, such as delivery terms,
freight classes, packing units, product dimensions, and sizes, can
be added. Search keywords to optimize storefront search results
can be created and current stock information can be called up
and displayed.
[[ Management of product assets
Image management allows the definition of product-specific image
formats and types with multiple product images per product for
uploading. Product videos and attachments can also be assigned
to products.
[[ Personalized product offerings and display
Target group-specific product catalogs, product prices, and price
display are possible. Product recommendation includes crossselling and up-selling offers, product replacements, follow-ups,
and accessories.
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[[ Search engine optimization
The URL rewriting functionality provides search engine friendly
URLs. In addition, automatic generation of keywords can be used
to improve search engine results.
[[ Separation of the editing and live environments
Separation of the editing and live environments allows preparation
and maintenance of product and catalog data without disrupting
the live environment. Via the dedicated replication process, the
merchant can ensure that only product and catalog data that is
ready to go online will be transferred. User roles and rights specific
to catalog and product management can be assigned to users
and allow a restriction on manual product price updates.
[[ Product Completeness Check
The product completeness check significantly simplifies product
data enrichment. Business users can identify missing product
data even faster and can systematically complete product
content to deliver high quality product descriptions and
presentations to customers. Validation rules for product data can
easily be defined and applied to specific product assortments via
a user-friendly widget. Product data completeness can be
checked in regards to standard attributes, image assignments,
category assignments, standard prices, and further product
attributes. The validation result is immediately visible in the
corresponding widget, but will also be displayed in product lists
and product detail pages.

[[ Central maintenance of product
information for multiple regions
and touchpoints
[[ Consistent branding and messaging
via sharing and localization of
product details across regions and
touchpoints
[[ Fine-grained search and navigation
via careful structuring and
categorizing of products and
catalogs
[[ Consolidation and import of
product information from diverse
data repositories
[[ Accurate presentation of products
by efficiently managing product
data and the entire product
lifecycle up to last-order date, endof-life date, on/offline and locking
capability for products
[[ Provision of personalized product
information and relevant product
recommendations
[[ Undisturbed live environment
[[ Controlling access to specific
catalogs and products via rights
and role management

Intershop is the leading independent provider of
omni-channel commerce solutions.
Intershop solutions unleash your business by inspiring concepts, cuttingedge technology and the expertise grown over 20 years in e-commerce.
Since 1992, Intershop has supported the international growth of
e-commerce. Our flexible and scalable e-commerce solutions enable
companies worldwide to consolidate their multi-touchpoint operations
on a single platform.

Intershop provides a variety of services beyond software and consulting
that enable its clients to leverage the full potential of multi-touchpoint
commerce.
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